
THE POSITIVE EFFECTS OF GENE ALTERING

Learn about gene therapy, which replaces a faulty gene or adds a They also help doctors understand the effects of gene
therapy on the body.

Because viruses can affect more than one type of cells, it's possible that the altered viruses may infect
additional cells â€” not just the targeted cells containing mutated genes. Traits governed by a small number of
genes would be the most straightforward to manipulate, such as muscularity, eye color, height, and memory,
said George Daley , a stem cell biologist at Harvard Medical School. This protein coat is unique since it has
special proteins that bind to the surfaces of cells. One major concern is that once an altered gene is placed in
an organism, the process cannot be reversed. Moving gene therapy interventions into the clinical trial stage is
the most daunting fiscal challenge these new approaches face. Stem cells are the cells from which all other
cells in your body are created. Effects on the Environment Although the positive impacts of this field could be
enormous, there are many questions raised that needs to be answered. Doctors could inject a virus with genetic
material and there might be nothing that happens as a result. The first is somatic cell gene therapy. This creates
the potential of creating a similar effect in humans one day. While donating organs is a good way to help your
fellow man, there are simply not enough to go around. While there are some people who feel that tampering
with the DNA of human beings or other organisms is meddling with Mother Nature, others see it as a sign of
progress and an opportunity to make the world and the lives of humans and animals better. The hope it
provides is extraordinary. The concern of interfering with evolution is misconceived. Gene therapy does have
risks and limitations. There is no doubt that this technology will continue to present intriguing and difficult
challenges for 21st century scientists and ethicists, and education and meaningful, respectful discourse are just
the starting point of what is required to tackle such complex ethical issues. As we get to know more about the
overall capabilities of what gene therapy can do, there could be hundreds of different diseases that are
treatable with this approach. Another risk is that a virus introduced into one person could be transmitted to
others or into the environment. Other gene therapy trials involve children with severe immunodeficiencies,
such as adenosine deaminase ADA deficiency a rare genetic disease that makes kids prone to serious infection
, sickle cell anemia, thalassemia, hemophilia, and those with familial hypercholesterolemia extremely high
levels of serum cholesterol. There are funding challenges to consider in this category. Each person also has
about , unique points in their cellular profile that make then an entirely unique individual. Pharmaceutical
Development Genetic engineering can be used to improve the drugs available on the marketplace by making
them more effective and safer. It can wipe out genetic disease before they can begin and eliminate suffering
for future generations. It's possible that once introduced into the body, the viruses may recover their original
ability to cause disease. One type of virus actually inserts its genetic code directly into the chromosome of the
host cell. The Future of Gene Therapy To cure genetic diseases, scientists must first determine which gene or
set of genes causes each disease. Gene therapy's potential to revolutionize medicine in the future is exciting,
and hopes are high for its role in ;curing and preventing childhood diseases.


